
 

 

 

 

 

Nevers Specialized Finishes Services: 

Customer-Provided Finish Samples -  
Compatiblities and Types 

 

Sample Size to Provide Nevers 
We will need a flat sample piece from you to be shipped to us. The size of your sample should be at 
least 3” x 3” for a good comparison. The larger the sample, the better.  

SPF Compatibility with Sample Types 
We will assess the compatibility of the material you will provide and advise you of any concerns, 
meaning the ease in which we can provide a specialized finish match. Some materials are much more 
compatible than others. Here’s a general overview: 
 
Sample material types are graded on their percent compatibility for Nevers SPF projects. 

 

BEST: A wood veneer sample similar 
to Nevers’ current standard species of 
oak, walnut, cherry, mahogany, or 
maple has the highest compatibility.  
 
 

 

 

FAIR: Exotic wood species, laminates, 
reconstituted wood, and other wood-
like materials may affect material costs 
as our standard species may not apply 
and there may be material sourcing 
logistics. 

 

 
CHALLENGING: Pantone colors, 
wall covering paint samples, complex 
laminates, and other materials with 
textures or incompatible natural wood 
coloration needs may also incur further 
charges. 
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A Word About Wood Veneer Slices (Cuts) 
Along with our standard wood veneer species, Nevers utilizes flitches of plain sliced (flat cut), quartered 
sliced (quarter cut), and rift cut veneers in our products. If you need something else, please contact us 
for availability and an estimate. 

Nevers Specialized Finish Expectations  
Nevers will attempt to provide a customized finish to fit your needs on the very first try. We take that to 
mean what we provide will be within a range of one or two shades of near duplication.  

It’s important you recognize that creating specialized finishes is both an art and a science. For more 
complex finish projects, we may need to make an initial try based on the information provided, and a 
further, more precise, attempt. This may be due to the wide variability of natural wood veneers or how 
compatible the sample we are comparing may be.  

 

Ready to Proceed? 
If you haven’t submitted information to us about an SPF project to us, you can do so on our website at 
www.nevers.com/spf/. This will alert us to your intentions and will help to provide us with all the 
information we will need. 

SAMPLE SHIPMENT INFORMATION: Once you’ve contacted us and are ready to proceed with 
forwarding your sample, please send it to:  

SPF Services 
Nevers Industries 
6845 Wedgwood Court North 
Maple Grove, MN 55311 
 
Email: samples@nevers.com  

 

We’re Always Here to Help 
If you need more information or help in selecting your sample to send, please contact us by phone  
(763-553-1635) or email us (samples@nevers.com).  

 

We look forward to working with  
you on your Specialized Finish project! 
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